
Now, They Can.  



 Established in 1991
 Charged with administering Florida’s 

Telecommunications Relay Service
◦ Connects non-standard phone equipment to 

standard telephone network



 The ADA required states to make their phone 
networks accessible for people with disabilities
◦ Established requirements and standards for 

telecommunications relay services and accessibility

◦ Specialized phone equipment was needed to make 
relay service and phone network operate compatibly

◦ Florida’s statute (TASA) also created the Equipment 
Distribution Program to supply that equipment

 In 1991, a TTY cost over $300





•No keyboard

•No apps

•No Wi-Fi or Bluetooth







 Love texting with family and friends!
 Pictures!
 Email!
 Games!
 Apps!!!

 BUT…. 
◦ Phone calls are tough because 15 dB of 

amplification is not always loud and clear enough.



 Increasingly popular in certain areas

 Technology constantly improving

 But…. Not everyone gets them

 And…. Even folks who have MFI hearing 
aids may sometimes need to make phone 
calls without them.
◦ Battery recharging/needs replacing
◦ Aids in need of adjustments/repair



 Increased volume, tone and 
sound clarity to provide audio 
access

Captioning to provide visual 
access



 NEW Clarity XLC8 phone
 50 dB of amplification
 Cell Phone amplifier included!



 Bluetooth pairing allows for calls               
to be made with or without a landline

 DCP amplifies up to 50+dB
 Four tone settings
 Live slow talk for real time          

conversations and answering              
machine message playback

 Outgoing speech amplification
 Speakerphones in both                        

handset and base



 Amplify calls at home and on the go
◦ Bluetooth handset that works with a Bluetooth 

cell phone
◦ 50 dB of amplification
◦ T-coil for use with hearing aids
◦ Easy volume wheel and Clarity Power tone control
◦ Headset jack for neck loops
◦ Works as a DECT expandable handset for XLC8, 

XLC7BT, and XLC3.4 

 Works with NEW                             
captioning app













 Total privacy, no third party on the call
 Uses AI (Artificial Intelligence) for improved 

speed and accuracy
 Captions both sides of the conversation 

simultaneously
 Can allow remote/far end caller to view 

captions
 25 languages currently available



Questions?


